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The Versailles de luxe from LEICHT represents inte-

rior room design with sophisticated home décor on 

the highest level. The Palace of Versailles with its 

harmonious proportions, a masterpiece of French 

“Classicism”, not only gave its name but stands for 

a room concept with which you can fulfill your dream 

of an exceptionally stylish and extremely representative 

private and personal living ambience at any time.

LEICHT shows its appreciation towards an exclusive 

customer group that has sophistication  and connois-

seurship with exclusive quality, workmanship of the 

highest standard, harmonious forms, prestigious 

materials, pleasing proportions and details true to 

style. The expertise of the LEICHT kitchen brand, 

successful for more than 80 years, is at its peak here.



de bon goût2 3

Dine in style and savour the most beautiful aspects of life with like-minded people – the living room concept Versailles 

de luxe provides you with a matching luxurious and prestigious surround. Pleasure in everything decorative, pleasure in 

authentic style elements, pleasure in a perfectly crafted product and naturally, combined with the most modern  

functionality – that is the new LEICHT kitchen.



4charmant

Festive light is reflected in silver and crystal, 

glasses are clinked, music and luxurious 

flower arrangements – the Versailles de luxe 

takes you into a world of light, magic and 

joyous moments. The column architecture with 

the detailed Corinthian-motif of the capitals 

brings to life centuries of glamorous history 

– an ornamentation which had already found 

its expression in classical Greek art.



décoratif7

It is the love of detail that stamps the special charm of the 

Versailles de luxe. The rich embellishments and decorative 

adornments are most carefully crafted by hand by expe-

rienced masters, embellished with an antique gold patina 

and therefore particularly striking.



8 9luxueux
In these prestigious surroundings you can also celebrate cooking, preparing and serving befittingly. In the centre: a 

large elaborately designed isle with striking columns to all four corners. This classic style element forms a stable basis 

and provides, particularly in large open rooms, harmonious room proportions.



sensuel 11

Inspiration for a new domestic culture that 

loves wide and open rooms and abolishes limi-

tations. The Versailles de luxe makes complex 

interior arrangements possible, thus creating 

prestigious living areas in which one can also 

work. Without compromise! 



élégant12

The individuality and exclusivity of the interior reflect the requirements 

and lifestyle of the owner. The programme Versailles de luxe offers 

unlimited possibilities. Made-to-measure, correct to the smallest detail 

and in harmony with the architecture, room concepts can be created 

that will happen only once in the world like this.



14 15brillant

Classically beautiful on the outside, inside furnished with the most modern technology – a premium kitchen such as 

the Versailles de luxe meets all your expectations, even as far as functionality is concerned. Every day you can enjoy 

afresh the beautiful and flexible interior fittings, the self-opening, quiet and cushioned closing of drawers and pullouts.



17précieux

It is a sensually tactile experience to follow the forms and lines of the 

decors with your fingers, run with your palm across the velvety matt 

lacquered surface and to feel the solid rounded metal knobs in your 

hand. Together they contribute to the overall experience of the Versailles 

de luxe and are, at the same time, an expression of the love and enthu-

siasm of all those who define this furniture with the work of their hands 

and who put their unmistakable stamp on them.



princier18

Matching the magnificent, expressive form language of the 

Versailles de luxe with its elaborate and valuable embel-

lishments are the worktops. The carefully applied period 

profile follows the column form and so emphasises the 

elegant lines. To choice in solid wood or stone.
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LEICHT reserves the right for technical alterations to vary in the Collection in the interest of progress, as well as errors and colour deviations.
Printing reproduction in brochures and catalogues are not necessarily as the original colour and finish.
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REQUISITE

ACCESSORIES
NIC DUYSENS
www.nic-duysens.com

FLOOR COVERING
MARENA SELECT LAMINAT NU 250 MAAC
WALNUT CLASSIC 3–STAB LOC-TEC
WITEX FLOORING PRODUCTS GMBH
www.witex.com

CEILING COLOUR
SIKKENS ON.00.86
www.sikkens.de

CRYSTAL LIGHT PALME
REINHOLD PALME SOEHNE
PERIOD LIGHTING MANUFACTURER
www.reinhold-palme.de

CRYSTAL VASES/ BOWLS
KROEMER-ZOLNIR GmbH
www.kroemer.com

COPPER POTS
GOURMET COPPER
SPRING SWITZERLAND GmbH
www.spring.ch

PORCELAIN
FORM 11280 TAC GROPIUS DYNAMIC GOLD
and FORM 10460 FRANCIS SHEHERAZADE
ROSENTHAL AG
www.rosenthal.de

CHAIR COVERINGS
IMPERIA . JAB JOSEF ANSTOETZ KG
www.jab.de

TABLE RUNNER FABRIC
PONTINIA . JAB JOSEF ANSTOETZ KG
www.jab.de

STUCCO PROFILES
NMC sa
www.nmc.eu

CHAIRS
LOUIS COTTON . KARE DESIGN
www.kare-design.de

WALL PAINT
SIKKENS E4.10.60
www.sikkens.de

WHITE CARPET
MILO . JAB JOSEF ANSTOETZ KG
www.jab.de
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